Abstract. This paper presents an approach to learning programming by novice programmers through a web-based adaptive educational system called ALEA (Adaptive LEArning). ALEA supports learning programming by generating sequences of program examples that serve as exercises for a learner. The sequence is adapted to the needs of individual learners. At present, ALEA contains more than a hundred Lisp and Prolog program examples. The program examples are presented as specific instances of program schemata which facilitate understanding of basic programming principles. We have been using the program schemata in teaching an introductory course on functional and logic programming for nearly ten years. Until the ALEA system was developed, the program schemata constituted an important part of the lectures. At present ALEA enables effective acquisition of basic programming skills through usage of program schemata and adapted sequences of program examples. We also discuss our experience in using web-based support for teaching programming.
Introduction
Adaptation to learners and their activities is becoming one of the major requirements to webbased educational applications. Therefore such applications should possess certain level of intelligence in order to help and guide learners effectively. As a response, most of the wellknown technologies from the area of intelligent tutoring systems are being gradually reimplemented for the Web. They are naturally combined with adaptive hypermedia technologies [1] . Web-based adaptive hypermedia applications use several approaches to achieve adaptation. The adaptation of the presented content or its layout is the most visible and therefore the most popular one. Through adapting the visualization of the same content, different users get different output according to their current needs. Content highlighting by using various colours and/or pictures is the most frequently used technique. The adaptation of content involves inserting/removing fragments, altering fragments, sorting or dimming fragments, etc. [2] .
Typical adaptation used by the adaptive hypermedia systems is the adaptation of navigation. When a user follows a link in a standard web application this results in displaying the requested page. Adaptation featured systems usually include additional processing in link resolution. For example, if a user clicks on a link to display content related to a concept, the system may offer them a number of pages to read before presenting the requested page (in case they have not read those pages yet). Adaptive navigation can be also used as a generalization of curriculum sequencing technology in a hypermedia context [3] , thus providing the most suitable sequence of knowledge units to be learned by the individual learners.
In this paper we present an approach to web-based support for programming skills development, which can only be obtained through practice. Learning programming is a process which obviously requires study of the programming principles together with sufficient practice. The existing web-based textbooks are suitable for study of programming language concepts. Only a few of them, however present adaptive educational applications; in other words, the content and/or navigation can rarely be adapted to a student or to a students' group requirements. The ELM-ART system is an example of a well-known adaptive educational system. It supports learning programming in Lisp. It also provides additional functionalities typical for courseware management systems. The system was first implemented in the 90-ties as a standalone platformdependent application, and was later rebuilt to a web-based version [4] .
The adaptive educational hypermedia application presented in this paper -ALEA (Adaptive LEArning) -is based on the idea of teaching fundamentals of programming by program schemata construction and explanation. ALEA provides students with support for learning programming by generating adaptively sequences of programming tasks together with their solutions (called also program examples). ALEA content includes functional and logic program examples [5] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our approach to teaching programming using program schemata. Next, we discuss ALEA, a web-based adaptive application supporting acquisition of programming skills. An evaluation of the described approach to learning programming by novices and ALEA usage is presented in Section 4. The paper is concluded by a summary of the work and a brief discussion of future research.
Program schemata as a tool for learning
The design of a support tool for learning programming requires an investigation and capturing of the nature of computer programming. This can be done by specifying the relevant knowledge, finding ways how to represent it and inferring its appropriate usage to generate recommendations to a student. The approach to teaching programming we use can be best characterized as an explanation and use of program schemata. This was largely inspired by the work of GeggHarrison [6, 7] . It is also in full agreement with the trends in the Computer Science education towards representing standardized computer programming knowledge as program plans, program schemata, program patterns, or program skeletons [8, 7, 9, 10] . ALEA is a general-purpose educational web-based adaptive system. We use it in teaching functional and logic programming, so presently, its information space contains texts on functional and logic programming and functional and logic program schemata together with program examples. The examples used in this paper are related to the topic of list processing in the functional programming language Lisp.
When tackling different problems, basic program schemata should be used in accordance with various programming techniques. The crucial point is to recognize a program schema and then to specialize appropriately its generic parts in order to solve a problem. This is a particular know-how that a student should learn. To achieve this, the students learn about the kinds of problems which occur most frequently, and about the program schemata which correspond most closely to those kinds of problems. Another approach which complements the previous one consists of first presenting a program schema to the students and then asking them to practice the schema specializations to solve given problems.
The first approach is based on proceeding from specific program examples to program schemata (generalization). The second approach is based on proceeding from general to specific (specialization). We found altering these two approaches advantageous for improvement of learning programming effectiveness. As discussed by Navrat in [11] the interplay between generalization and specialization is critically important for the programming activity. Abstraction and concretization are used naturally during programming practice.
We see the learning programming process divided into two parts: Students try to understand the essence of the programming paradigm (in this case functional) by learning to recognize correctly a program schema or a combination of program schemata which is to be applied in a given situation. After recognizing the program schema, the task of formulating the required function definition is often quite straightforward. The teacher guides and helps the students in organizing their schema knowledge into a mental library which allows a more effective use of program schemata while solving more complex problems. This can be achieved by providing more practice through solving a larger number of simple problems. Students then practice programming on more complex problems. In case of functional programming they design and implement an abstract data type (e.g., set, table, array or graph) based on its specifications. Here, we require strict adherence to the functional programming style. Logic programming is taught by using the same methodology. Naturally, specific features of the logic programming paradigm are considered here, such as backtracking or variable instantiation.
The main advantages of the described approach to teaching programming are as follows [9] : Use of program schemata facilitates understanding the basic programming principles. Process of acquiring the basic programming skills is speeded up. Novices write better programs in the sense that they correspond better to the considered programming paradigm (be it functional or logic). In fact the students do not have much chance to apply their previously acquired procedural habits as these come soon into conflict with the program schemata. Program schemata not only provide students with structured programming knowledge, but are also used by the teacher for assessment of the students' mastering of programming. ALEA aims at supporting the first part of the learning process. It implements adaptive navigation support using two adaptive hypermedia techniques:
local guidance: by presenting "forward" links, local orientation: by presenting a list of concepts representing the most interesting part of ALEA information hyperspace with regard to the individual learner characteristics; the links are in several colours expressing their suitability to the students' needs.
Program schemata for functional processing of lists
Students who enrol in the course of Functional and Logic Programming are novices in programming (with regard to the functional and logic programming paradigm). We discuss here only functional programs which are suitable for demonstration purposes. In the beginning several restrictions to the presented functional program examples are applied: (1) the only kind of data are lists including atoms (numbers and symbols); later on dotted-pairs are considered as well; (2) no indirect recursion is involved; (3) no operations with side effects are involved. Other program schemata are presented gradually when proceeding to solving more complex problems (e.g., input/output). Since the list is the basic data structure used in the Lisp programming language, the problems related to list processing are highly suitable for learning functional programming by novice programmers.
A particular program schema describes the typical structure of functions that solve a class of similar problems. We define program schemata in a Lisp-like language [9] , using two kinds of variables: first order variables (Lisp function arguments) and program schemata variables (variable function symbols). This language is further simplified in the ALEA system, so that program schemata can be used more effectively by the novice programmers. Only variables significant to the program schema are explicitly presented.
For example, in the program schema for list mapping given below, the <Map> and (<Map> (rest List))) ) )) In list processing we have identified four basic classes of typical problems -reduction, mapping, filtering and predicate (see Fig. 1 ).
Figure 1 The hierarchy of program schemata for processing of lists
Program schemata used for teaching programming are organized into hierarchies. Students learn linear list processing, where just top level elements of the list are processed and recursive list processing, where lists within the given list are recursively processed. Both groups are characterized by the same classes of problems. However, in most cases of processing of recursive lists, it is advantageous to consider the argument not to be a list, but an arbitrary s-expression (a binary tree). Fig. 2 shows the reduction schema (using fat and tail recursion) as it is presented to a student in the ALEA system. 
Program examples
In ALEA program schemata are applied by defining a special value for each schema variable and completing additional function arguments. The crucial issue in applying a program schema to solve a problem is the ability to recognize a situation when a combination of program schemata is desirable, for example as in a problem where the elements of a list which fulfil a given condition are to be mapped and the other ones to be simply deleted. The solution in this case is to combine a program schema for a list mapping and a program schema for a filter.
ALEA presents each program example using three information fragments: a problem definition, hints, a solution or several alternative solutions together with explanatory notes.
Since ALEA is aimed at novice programmers, the size of solutions (programs) is in most cases several tens of lines of code. Fig. 3 shows ALEA screen with the solution of a programming task using the program schema for list mapping. The problem is to define a function taking a list as input and returning a list in which all s-expressions from the input list that are different from a given number are mapped to "1" and all others are mapped to "0". All items in the lists are presented as links providing one-click access to the corresponding information content. Each item has a background of one of three different colours in order to indicate: recommended (green), visited (blue), and learned (white) content.
Learning sequences
One of the important issues in teaching list processing is the order in which the learners become acquainted with the various program schemata. Pairs of similar problems are defined for both groups of program examples (related to linear and recursive list processing). An example of such pairs of problems is to substitute the first occurrence of a given symbol in a list by another symbol and similarly, to substitute all occurrences of that symbol in the list. Our experience obtained during a number of years is that students can cope better with problems from the former class. Thus ALEA offers in the beginning program examples for practicing linear list processing.
ALEA infers a sequence of information items to be presented to a student who has not mastered sufficiently a specific programming concept (program schema). It increases the number of recommended tasks for such a concept. This approach can be characterized as a directive instruction [12] which is appropriate for novice learners.
The instruction provided by ALEA is performed in the following cycle:
The system presents an explanatory text, a program schema or a program example. The learner responds. The system infers the best adaptation for the next step of learning. The learner responds using local guidance navigational tools (forward and back links to the left from the title of the presented content, see Fig. 3 ) or indicating the level of comprehension of the presented material (e.g., "Has been solved correctly" button, see Fig. 3 ).
The application domain of programming gives us an opportunity to lead the learners along different paths through the information base. Some students prefer first to see an explanatory text related to a concept they are learning, then a generalization of the learned programming concept (given by the program schema) and finally to practice programming by solving given tasks. Hints enhance the process of learning. Other students prefer going straight onto solving programming tasks immediately after seeing the explanatory text (if ever), and only then they look at the program schema related to the tasks and compare their solutions to the presented generalization.
The above mentioned sequences represent the common approaches to learning programming. The first one is known as "from general to concrete" and the second one "from concrete to general". A selected approach typically determines the order of concepts presented to the learners.
3
Adaptive learning with ALEA
ALEA models
Typically, the adaptive hypermedia applications include the following key models [13, 14] : Domain model describing the information content structure along with the current content. User/environment model containing the user or environment specific data often related to the information content.
Adaptation model consisting of a specification of adaptation knowledge (frequently represented using rules) and an adaptation engine (responsible for performing an adaptation based on the adaptation knowledge according to the user/environment model). The domain model is used to structure the hypermedia content. It consists of concepts and concept relationships [13] . The ALEA domain model exploits a typical representation by a graph in which each node represents a concept and edges represent relations among them. Concepts and relations have additional attributes (e.g., type, visibility, etc.). In accordance with the general hypermedia models ALEA represents and stores the information content (e.g., text, pictures) in the information fragment base separately from the concepts. The relationship between the concepts and the information fragments can be M to N, i.e. one concept can be presented by several information fragments and one information fragment can relate to several concepts.
The concepts in the ALEA domain model represent programming knowledge presented as program schemata and program examples including their definition, hints and solution, as well as other explanation texts. The current information base consists of more than one hundred simple problems for the programming languages Lisp and Prolog.
The application domain is described using the following relations (see an example of a part of the ALEA domain model for functional list processing on Fig. 4) :
has-subconcept: relation between two non-specialized concepts (typically explanatory texts), has-instance: relation between a concept and a program example, has-schema: relation between a concept and a program schema, similarity: relation between two or more similar concepts, prerequisite: relation determining the order in which the concepts are to be learned. The ALEA user model is of overlay type [1] . It stores user-specific values for each concept and page or information fragment. For each visited fragment the number of visits to the page displaying the fragment, as well as the date of the last access is stored in the learner model. For each concept, the estimated level of knowledge of that concept by the learner is stored. The learner's level of knowledge is computed in accordance with rules defined in the adaptation model. Currently, we use a simple heuristic based on the number of visits of particular concepts combined with the user's indication of their level of comprehension (by using a special button displayed in each information fragment, e.g. the "Has been solved correctly" button presented in Fig. 3 ). User's behaviour is recorded in a sequence of actions (e.g., ContextClick, MarkUnderstood, Login, Logout, etc.) which are also used in adaptation.
The main tasks of the adaptation engine are to select the content (including the list of links for local orientation) to be presented to a learner and to prepare it to suit the learner's needs. In ALEA the adaptive content selection knowledge is divided into three layers: (1) learning sequence layer, (2) concept layer and (3) information fragment layer. Each layer is represented separately using condition-action rules, written in XML. The ALEA adaptation engine performs inference by a forward chaining mechanism. The inference starts by firing the starting rule for a particular layer. The rule-based inference used in the adaptation model is implemented as a separate module independent from the other parts of the ALEA system. The integration of this module with the other ALEA modules is realised through the particular actions in the 'then' part of the rules by using different namespaces for the particular modules. For each ALEA module there is a prefix that determines the target for an action execution.
Learning sequence layer
The learning sequence layer contains a set of rules that determine which of the two learning approaches of composing sequences of concepts ("from general to concrete" or "from concrete to general") to be currently used. The rules define heuristics for determining the appropriate learning strategy with conditions specifying when particular learning approach is useful and actions specifying numeric score change. For example, the heuristic that it is useful to start with providing information related to a program schema is expressed by the following rule:
If a user visited less than 10% of application domain concepts, the numeric score of the "from general to concrete" approach is to be increased by 20. The constants (10%, 20) here are determined empirically. ALEA infers the most suitable approach for the student in the particular context. The result of rules evaluation is represented as a numeric score. The learning approach with the greater numeric score is selected as the more suitable. Re-evaluation of the suitability of a particular learning approach is invoked by the system and is primarily based on the extent of practical work done by a particular user.
The approach "from general to concrete" is more suitable for beginners, i.e. students with almost no practice. Such students are usually not prepared to solve problems individually. Even if they are able to define a function with the desired input/output behaviour, the programming style and conformance to a programming paradigm would most probably pose a problem. Rules for the learning sequence selection are specified according to this heuristic based on the data showing visited and learned concepts and the proportion of concepts, already offered and displayed to the learner (through a local guidance) and selected directly by a learner (using the context links or the contents).
Concept layer
The selection of concepts is driven by the chosen learning sequence selection approach. The concept layer is also represented by a set of rules. These rules specify the links which will be displayed, the order and type of these links, and the next concept that the user will see after he clicks on the forward link or navigates a context link. The concept selection process starts each time a user requests a concept, i.e. each time he clicks on a link, by loading the rules for the currently used learning selection sequence approach. The result of the rule set interpretation is an information structure containing a list of links related to the requested concept. However, when a learner requests guidance by clicking on the forward link, the process of link selection described above is preceded by the process of selection of the "next" concept to be displayed. The system loads a defined set of rules and the result of their interpretation is a sequence of one or more concepts that the system suggests for the learner to visit.
The concept selection process was recently enhanced by the development of an external recommender system that discovers patterns in students' behaviour during learning and provides additional list of concepts based on discovered patterns [15] (see Fig 5) . External recommendations incorporated into ALEA.
Information fragment layer
The aim of the information fragment layer is to select fragments from the information fragments base and produce the resulting layout of the concept presentation. The main criterion for selecting fragments for a presentation is the type of the selected concept. For example, the type of the 'program example' concept is normally related to the fragments of three types: definition, hints and a solution. ALEA uses two basic alternatives for a layout of the page containing a program example. The first option is to arrange fragments using tabs (on different pages) as depicted in Fig. 3 . The second option is to arrange all fragments related to the program example on one page. This option is more suitable for less experienced users. It is obvious that the solution fragment may not be displayed as the first one. A combination of the above mentioned approaches is also possible, which places the definition and the hints on one tab and the solution on the other tab.
Additional features
The main purpose of ALEA is to help novice programmers in acquiring programming skills. However, supporting teacher -student communication is very important in the teaching/learning process. So we augmented ALEA with basic communication facilities. The first one is the opportunity to append custom comments to each displayed concept. These comments are visible to other users (see Fig. 3 ) and allow students to cooperate during the learning process. Instructors' comments are displayed using a different colour from the colour used for students. The instructor has the option to remove comments. Comments may serve also as a means for assessment of students' comprehension or their activities within the ALEA system.
Another feature is the opportunity of learning material uploading, which changes the domain model by adding new concepts and corresponding information fragments. Currently, ALEA supports only adding new program examples. Students can add a 'program example' concept related to any non-example concept (e.g., program schema). The only information they have to provide is a description of the programming task and its definition. Neither the hints nor the solution are required. Such an uploaded concept is displayed using different icon, to signalize that the instructor has not approved it yet. The instructor has the option to approve or remove the program example and to edit the contents of the newly uploaded concept. After a successful approval by the instructor, the program example is no longer displayed with a different icon and it is like other concepts defined in the course preparation phase. About 100 students take this course each year. We have evaluated our approach and ALEA focusing on two main aspects: To prove or refute the assumption that teaching programming with program schemata is more efficient and that the students' progress is much faster (especially during the early stages of the learning process), To prove that ALEA serves well its purpose to help students in acquiring practice in programming.
With regard to the first aspect, we have started the evaluation before the design of the ALEA system. We conducted experiments containing tests for which the students were divided according to two criteria: whether they were provided with an explanation of the program schemata and whether there was a catalogue of program schemata available during the test. The conclusion was that the knowledge of the program schemata was instrumental in achieving better results. The difference between the students with prior information on program schemata and those who were provided with no explanation prior to the test supported the hypothesis about the positive influence of program schemata on learning functional programming. The students, who were given instruction related to the program schemata beforehand (even if they did not have the catalogue of the program schemata at hand during the test) performed better.
Since the ALEA system was first deployed, it has been used by nearly 300 undergraduate students in their third year of study as part of Functional and Logic Programming course. The course consists of two parts: functional programming and logic programming, half a semester each.
The ALEA system records actions performed by each student (e.g., selection of a new concept as a learning goal, click on the context link, marking the concept as learnt, forward as a requirement for local guidance). During ALEA usage in the functional programming part of the course the most frequently used action was selecting a context link (38%), i.e. clicks on the links displayed in the left part of ALEA screen as shown in Fig. 3 . The second most frequently used action was a local guidance request (29%). These results were influenced by the fact that there were several students specialized in achieving particular learning goals (the students used ALEA to prepare for a midterm test on list processing). The mostly used information fragments were those containing the program schemata. Displaying solution fragments of program examples markedly outnumbered requirements for presentation of hint fragments. However, the common behaviour of the students was that they used hints for the first program examples related to a particular program schema and then proceeded just to the definition and solution parts.
ALEA was evaluated also by means of several questionnaires. The majority of the students responded positively. The most valuable feature reported by the students was the focused displaying of recommended concepts (context links). Several students reported that they have used the local guidance less frequently than the local orientation mainly due to their mistake in using the Web browser forward and back buttons instead of the ALEA forward and back local guidance links. Using the browser buttons accidentally instead of the ALEA guidance caused confusion. Students also confirmed that the approach "from general to concrete" is more suitable at the beginning of the programming practice.
Conclusions
This article addresses a web-based adaptive hypermedia application, ALEA, targeted on providing adaptive sequences of program examples supplemented by an explanation text. ALEA improves the student's learning process by selecting the most appropriate program examples for learning programming concepts. Using the system in programming module can reduce the need for closed labs sessions. ALEA is not restricted to the area of functional or logic programming languages. The basic idea is to offer adapted sequences of program examples that are neither restricted by a programming paradigm, nor by a programming language.
Substantial idea related to the adaptation knowledge represented in ALEA is the definition of three separate layers in which the system behaviour can be adapted: the learning sequence layer, the concept layer and the fragment selection layer. The future development of ALEA will be focused on enhancing the adaptation capabilities and further experimenting with efficiency of adaptation techniques.
The described methodology, based on program schemata, was adopted for teaching programming before the implementation of ALEA. The approach follows the idea that by fast arrival to understanding of how to solve a rather modest number of basic classes of problems, students will be able to solve other more or less similar problems. The hypothesis that novices are able to devise correct functional or logic programs faster while using program schemata, if comparing to the "traditional" approach, was experimentally verified.
We are currently extending ALEA's domain model with programming examples related to the Java and C++ programming languages. We also plan on extending learner assessment capabilities by combination ALEA with a system for testing the learner's level of knowledge (we consider general purpose web-based systems for testing, such as SIETTE [16] together with a special purpose web-based system for testing programming knowledge, which is being currently developed).
Another interesting direction of future research is to consider different constraints defined by the student (for example time available for test preparation) to improve concept selection. In this research we will utilize data about students' behaviour collected in previous years.
